The oncology population is particularly affected by hospital readmissions because hospitalized patients with cancer often have complex needs. The complexity and diversity of care requirements create substantial challenges in planning for appropriate postdischarge support. Implementing postdischarge telephone calls in the population of patients with cancer could offer a low-cost intervention to address the complex needs of patients during the transition from hospital to home. The goal of the current literature review is to provide an understanding about postdischarge telephone calls in patients with cancer. Findings from this review support the notion that discharge phone calls could improve care continuity for patients transitioning from hospital to home. The literature review outlines information related to telephone call content, timing, and structure for healthcare systems that want to use a postdischarge telephone intervention for patients with cancer. However, additional research is needed to develop and test cancer-specific protocols.
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Patients with cancer are particularly affected by readmissions because they require inpatient care more often than other patients and have complex needs (e.g., medication, symptom management). The complexity and diversity of care requirements create substantial challenges in planning for appropriate postdischarge support (Mistiaen & Poot, 2006). Implementing postdischarge telephone calls for patients with cancer could serve as a low-cost intervention to address their complex needs during the transition from hospital to home. Although telephone follow-up offers a low-cost strategy to reduce readmissions, the intervention involves many factors (e.g., number of calls, timing, call content). For the current article, the authors conducted a comprehensive review of literature to help understand what is known about follow-up telephone calls in patients with cancer discharged from hospital to home.

Telephone Follow-Up

The literature search strategy included a bifurcated approach to identify a broad range of pertinent publications.